
Dudley’s Dream Ride Report 

 

March 29, 2014 
Santa Isabel, California     
79 miles, 9,200’ climbing 
By Rob Verfurth 
 
Descenders and Guest Riders:  Voris, Oleg, Hodges, Eric R, Farkas, Tony, Len, John, Rick B, Jim W, Neil, 
Bernie, Jeff S, Eileen, Matt, Sheehan, Rob, Eric—friend of Rick B and Robert-friend of Matt B 
 
Oleg did a great job capturing his ride and many of the highlights from the group ride in his e-mail.  He 
joined the ride on Mesa Grande and left early to return down Black Canyon.  It was amazing to me how 
much detail he got from the ride spread out over Palomar Mountain.  I will only try to fill in a few gaps 
and share a number of photos from another epic Descenders ride. 
 
The ride was scheduled to fall on the celebration of Dave Sheehan’s birthday.  He is our club founder 
and his b-day is right next to mine so I have tried to plan good routes when possible over the years.  
Dudley’s is a club favorite.  We always get a good turnout for the ride. 
 

 
Group start at Santa Ysabel 
 
18 riders met at the parking lot in Santa Ysabel behind Dudley’s Bakery.  It was sunny and cool, no wind 
and expected to be a beautiful day.  Rick B brought a good rider, Eric and Matt B introduced us to his 
friend, Robert, also a good rider.  The rest of the group noted above was full of fast riders and excellent 



climbers ready to tackle Palomar.  Farkas, who seems to be camera shy, took the group photo before we 
headed out for Mesa Grande.  Rick dropped his chain in the parking lot so Jeff S and I helped him get his 
bike in order while the group headed out onto highway 79.  I burned a few matches trying to catch the 
rest of the group up to the turn onto Mesa Grande when Rick and Jeff passed me to help pull me back to 
the group at the start of the climb. 
 

 
Start of Mesa Grande Climb 
 

 
Mesa Grande Climb 

 
Matt, Hodges, Neil, Farkas & Sheehan on Mesa Grande 

 
We rode together up the smooth curves and onto the flatter, roller sections of Mesa Grande.  This is 
where we spotted Oleg heading our direction after he had ridden up Black Canyon.  We were now 19 
riders strong.  The group was all together until about mile 5 when I had a catastrophic rear tube failure, 
it was a loud boom.  Oleg and Tony stopped to help me hold my bike and get out supplies from my 
pouch while I changed the tube.  A number of other riders stopped up the hill while many kept heading 



towards Lake Henshaw.  It was a major blow-out but easily remedied with a new tube and we were back 
riding.  The very negative effect of my early mechanical was that our large group split into two groups.  
There were nine riders in our group so presumably there were 10 riders up ahead. 
 

    
Rick, Eric & Oleg leading second group along Mesa Grande 
 
I looked around at the other eight riders and knew I would be a big trouble once we started to climb the 
East Grade; many super strong climbers were among our group.  We rode as a group down the curves of 
Mesa Grande to Lake Henshaw.  I cycled a bit ahead as the group took a nature break to throw away my 
blown tube at the store just before the start of the climb.  I went up ahead a bit to take some photos 
near the start of the climb. 
 
The guys flew by me quickly and I watched them fly up the road.  I was sweeping and trying to catch 
anyone I could before reaching Mothers.  My pace was pretty good for the first few miles.  It was a 
sunny day and I enjoy the serene solo climb with only a hunter or two, dressed in his camouflage outfit, 
climbing into huge trucks to break the silence of the morning.  The motorcycles were not on the East 
Grade climb either, must have been too early for them still.  
 
By mile six I spotted birthday boy, Dave Sheehan, up ahead.  I pedaled to the close the gap and we rode 
together the rest of the way to the top.  Good conversation and nice pace helped the miles float by. 



 
Eric & Eric attack on East Grade 
 

 
Rick & Neil on East Grade 



 

 
Oleg, Tony & Mike a start of East Grade Climb 
 

 
Jim W with Lake Henshaw in background at start of East Grade climb 



Near the top Sheehan wanted to stop on a curve overlooking the mountains to the west.  We attempted 
to get a photo of us, the two birthday boys. 
 

 
Birthday Boys—Dave & Rob on East Grade 
 
We rode to Mother’s and saw plenty of cyclists, none were Descenders.  Sheehan stayed there while I 
decided to ride to the Observatory and turn around once I got to the last rider.  I headed out at a brisk 
pace and started to see some of the early riders heading back toward Mother’s—Robert, Bernie, & Matt 
came first.  Voris and Hodges went by soon after.  Most of the others followed but I kept riding looking 
for Len or John who I thought would be sweeping.  I rode all the way to the end of the parking lot-no 
John or Len in sight.  I stopped for a quick nature break at the bathroom and then headed back.  I did 
lots of solo riding with almost no cars on the road, great riding.  I made it back to Mothers, spoke to a 
few of the guys there and decided to get a head start on the descent of South Grade.  Sheehan was 
heading back down East Grade so I wished him a great birthday before descending. 
 
Tony came with me for the descent.  He passed me about halfway down.  We spotted a number of 
Descenders on their way back up-Len, Farkas, Voris, Hodges, Bernie, Jeff & Eileen.  At the Y we turned 
around and started to climb. Oleg and Matt were finishing their descent just a bit behind us.  Tony took 
to the front and had a 40-50 yard gap on me for the first three miles of the climb.  I started to close the 
gap and finally passed Tony.  I rode to the top and made my way to Mother’s for a much needed break; 
my legs were tired.  Eileen and Jeff were there drinking some water.  Tony needed a break too.  I got 
refills of water when Oleg and Matt returned to Mothers.  Jeff and Eileen were getting ready to descend 



East Grade again and I went with them.  I assumed John skipped South Grade and knew Len was ahead 
of me—they were my ride home and I did not want to keep them waiting.  The three of us left to head 
back to Lake Henshaw.  It was a nice descent on the upper portions where the roads were smoother.  It 
was a bit rough in patches with a few large potholes on the road, especially on the lower section. 
 

 
East Grade landscape 
 

 
East Grade view south 
 
I screamed down the last few miles ahead of Jeff and Eileen and waited for them at the intersection of 
highway 76.  As they got to me Oleg and Matt were there as well.  Tony stayed up at Mother’s and was 
well behind at this point.  He had his own car so we decided to keep riding.  Oleg was on point and led us 
to Mesa Grande.  The climb was painful.  Jeff kept the group together and I hid behind Eileen trying not 
to get dropped. 
 
After the climb we hit the roller section with all the nice trees.  We sped along and Matt took off at one 
point hugging the curves as he broke away.  This nice section lasted only a few miles and we were 



dreading the expected wind in our face rollers ahead.  We were pleasantly surprised that the winds 
were light and almost helping as we rolled along.  Jeff was doing most of the work up front. 
 

 
Jeff, Oleg, Eileen & Matt on Mesa Grande 
 

 
Matt accelerating to push the pace on Mesa Grande 
 
Before we knew it, Black Canyon Road was coming up. Oleg was heading back down into the dirt.  He 
was well behind Mike Hodges and we were guessing as to how much time he had to make up to catch 
Mike.  I have ridden down Black Canyon a few times on my MTB bike as part of the Ride Across 



California (RAC) and once on a Hodges ride adventure from the end of Pamo Road.  Oleg had a lot of dirt 
ahead of him before his day would be over. 
 

   
Oleg before Black Canyon turn 
 

 
Oleg heading for the dirt 



 
We were down to 4 riders.  Fortunately Jeff stayed on point with Matt following.  Eileen and I were 
competing for the fourth spot to hide from the wind as much as possible.  She was riding great and her 
new wheels looked great.  Eileen and Matt shared mutual love-fest comments for each of their new 
rides.  We rolled along knowing we only had a few miles left before the last descent of Mesa Grande. 
 
Matt and I pushed the pace a bit just before the descent.  He said he planned to hit it hard and to be 
careful on the turns.  I rode well behind but still rode the curves quickly.  A few have a nice bank that 
flows into the curve allowing you to maintain speed.  The 1.8 mile section was nice a smooth.  I finished 
17 seconds behind Matt and watched him earn his Strava segment KOM flying around the last curve and 
onto the straightway back towards highway 79.   
 
We stopped at the intersection and regrouped with Jeff and Eileen.  Jeff led us the last two miles back to 
the parking lot.  We finished with about 79 miles and over 9,000 feet of climbing.  I missed much of what 
the lead guys did all day.  Glad Oleg was able to observe and capture some of the detail in his ride 
report.  It was another great group ride.  Look forward to another Dudley’s Dream ride soon. 
 
 


